GHETTO WARZ 2007
TRASH PACKET OMEGA 

Written by the nation's tenth best (or so) trash team..(and best under 35 years old or 250 pounds each)

(Yoge$h) One of the authors was a right-wing political activist assassinated by the IRA in 1975.  The other was the stadium official who announced that Roger Bannister had run the world’s first four-minute mile.  Chris Chataway, one of the runners who helped pace Bannister in that race, recommended them to his boss, Sir Hugh Beaver, who had gotten into an argument about whether the golden plover was faster than the grouse.  Reasoning that similar arguments must be taking place in pubs across the country, Beaver thus commissioned Norris and Ross McWhirter to compile, FTP, what best-selling reference work named for the brewery that Beaver managed?
Answer: The Guinness Book of World Records or The Guinness Book of Records or Guinness World Records

(Yoge$h) Before 24, Mary Lynn Rajskub and Penny Johnson were both regular cast members on this show, as were Jeremy Piven as head writer Jerry and Janeane Garofalo as booker Paula.  A running gag involved sexual tension between the star and David Duchovny, who parodied the Basic Instinct leg-crossing scene in the final episode.  A combined 10 Emmy nominations went to supporting players Rip Torn, as producer Artie, and Jeffrey Tambor, as sidekick Hank Kingsley.  FTP, name this sitcom which aired from 1992 to 1998 on HBO and starred Garry Shandling as a neurotic talk-show host.
Answer: The Larry Sanders Show

(Mik) Traded for former MVP Orlando Cepeda in 1969, he was the 1971 NL MVP , when he led that league in batting average and RBIs. Traded to the Mets in 1974, he spent the last eighteen days of his playing career as a player-manager. After moving to Atlanta and then St. Louis, what manager, FTP, posted his first playoff run with an AL Wild Card berth in 1995, the first in a dynastic line of performances for his current team, the New York Yankees?
A: Joseph Paul Torre

(Yoge$h) He first attempts to stir up trouble by mixing up two orders at Bennigan’s and stealing both the eraser and the backup eraser from his classroom.  Fed up at not being noticed, he then commandeers the Jumbotron at Coors Field and, along with his hamster minions, announces a plan to flood the world using a lawn sprinkler.  When this fails, his “final solution” is to use aerosol cans to deplete the ozone layer.  Later schemes, such as blocking out the sun and cutting the head off the town statue, are abandoned because his sidekick Dougie – aka General Disarray – informs him that “The Simpsons already did it.”  FTP, name this evil alter ego of the character of Butters on South Park.
Answer: Professor Chaos (prompt on “Butters”)

(Yogesh) The melody was written in 1794 by William Crotch, and it consists of variations on the fifth and sixth bars of "I Know That My Redeemer Liveth" from Handel's Messiah. The words are, "Oh, Lord our God/Be thou our guide/That by thy help/No foot may slide." Originally used by the Saint Mary the Great Church at Cambridge University, it was copied by several English institutions, most notably the Houses of Parliament at Westminster, and from there it spread throughout the world. FTP, name or hum this four-measure-long tune heard every hour on the hour.
Answer: the Westminster Quarters or the clock chime tune or equivalent or hum

(Paige) He was introduced in 1989, and his sketches aired until the late 1990s, but the character is currently retired, including from reruns on that, or any, show. The segments this character appeared in appealed to children due to their humor (a dog named Watson who can find a circle faster than Sherlock Hemlock, the world’s greatest detective) and to adults because they were a parody of the show Mystery! that appeared on the same network. In fact, this character was a parody of the brooding host of Mystery! who also starred in the original House of Wax as Dr. Henry Jarrod. So now, for ten points, name this muppet host of Sesame Street’s “Mysterious Theatre,” who is appropriately known for repeating his name at the top of a segment.
Answer: Vincent Twice (also accept Vincent Twice Vincent Twice)


(Yoge$h) Hi Honey, I’m Home!, Dinosaurs, and Two of a Kind had short-lived runs.  It was driven into its grave by CBS’s “Block Party,” though George Lopez anchored a 2003 attempt to revive it.  Beginning with Just the Ten of Us, Mr. Belvedere, Perfect Strangers, and Full House in 1988, Hangin’ with Mr. Cooper, Step by Step, Boy Meets World, and Family Matters formed the consistent lineup from 1993 to 1996, the longest it went without a change.  FTP, name this block of family-friendly sitcoms that aired on ABC on the eponymous night of the week.
Answer: TGIF

(Yoge$h) Its name comes from the silver coin mint which was established there in 1612, during the Edo period.  Devastated by an 1872 fire and the Great Kantō earthquake of 1923, it was rebuilt and now includes the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of Japan and the Kabuki-za kabuki theater.  It exploded in popularity after Chuo Dori, the main north-south avenue, was closed on weekend afternoons.  Mitsukoshi, Mitsuya, Printemps, and Wako are among the many department stores located in, FTP, what famous shopping district located in the heart of Tokyo?
Answer: Ginza

(Yogesh) In the mid-1990s, Stan Caffy bought it in a yard sale, and it hung in his garage for 10 years.  Then, in 2006, his wife pressured him to clean out the garage, and so he donated it to a thrift store in Nashville.  Michael Sparks bought it there for $2.48 and eventually sold it for $477,650.  A similar story happened in 1989, when a painting bought for $4 in a flea market in Adamstown, Pennsylvania, turned out to have an original copy of it inside the frame.  That copy, printed by John Dunlap, was bought by Donald Scheer for $2.42 million in 1991 and later by Internet entrepreneur David Hayden and TV producer Norman Lear for $8.14 million in 2000.  FTP, perhaps you should be checking your attic right now for a copy of what historical document, written in 1776?
Answer: the Declaration of Independence


(Yogesh) The family on this television series has been called the Wilkersons, based on a name tag glimpsed in the pilot, but their last name has otherwise never been revealed.  Supporting characters include chubby supermarket manager Craig, German dude-ranch owner Otto, and asthmatic wheelchair-bound prodigy Stevie – who, like the title character, is a member of the “Krelboyne” class.  Francis, Reese, and Dewey are the brothers of the protagonist played by Frankie Muniz on, FTP, what popular FOX sitcom?
Answer: Malcolm in the Middle

(Marc) In the WWE, The Rock would often refer to The Hurricane as this character becuase of their similar masks. Currently under fire from parenting group for being a negative role model, he is always attired in the same black and red cape, and black and white suit. First appearing in 1971, he has since gone international: in Japan he is known as “bagaa-san,” while in Brazil he goes by “Papaburguer.” FTP, name this kleptomaniac whose exclamations of “robble, robble” threaten the goods of McDonaldland.
A: The Hamburglar

(Yoge$h) In 2002, she published a children’s book called Furrtails.  While completing a psychology degree from Lindenwood University, she did a research project on androgyny that was published in the SEPA journal.  She won the Miss Missouri pageant in 2002, followed by Miss Missouri USA and Miss USA in 2004.  Along with Mel Peachey and Jessica York, she hosts quiznation, formerly PlayMania, on the Game Show Network, and she co-hosts Lingo with Chuck Woolery on that network as well.  FTP, name this vivacious blonde, a recently-eliminated contestant on Dancing With the Stars.
Answer: Shandi Finnessey (accept “Shandi”)
(Marc) By her final appearance, she has appeared in three forms: a huge godlike octopus, a beautiful dusky woman, and a completely annoying imp. She spends most of her time on top of, underneath, or somewhere near the main character, whether in wolf form or not, and occasionally lets out a moan or some spoiler-type hints. Talk to me!, FTP, and give her name; she’s arguably one of the title characters of Nintendo’s “The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess.”
A: Midna

(Yoge$h) Supporting characters on this show included reporter Mike Axford, DA Frank Scanlon, and faithful secretary Lenore Case.  Eschewing the comedic tone of its sister show, with which it crossed over in 1967, its protagonist is considered a criminal by the police and public.  His car is a 1965 Chrysler Imperial called “Black Beauty,” perhaps a reference to the horse ridden by his great-uncle, the Lone Ranger.  The theme song, heard in Kill Bill, Vol. 1, is a jazz version of “Flight of the Bumblebee.”  Van Williams starred as Britt Reid, newspaper editor by day and superhero by night, and Bruce Lee was his “Oriental houseboy” Kato on, FTP, what ‘60s action series frequently paired with Batman?
Answer: The Green Hornet

(Yoge$h) Before making his directorial debut with 1987’s Red Sorghum, he worked on Yellow Earth and The Big Parade with fellow Fifth Generation director Chen Kaige.  In 1999’s The Road Home, he gave Ziyi Zhang her first starring role, and they worked together two more times, but he is better known for his relationship with Gong Li, who starred in 8 of his films, including 2006’s Curse of the Golden Flower.  FTP, name this Chinese director who progressed from serious art films like Raise the Red Lantern and To Live to flashy popular melodramas like House of Flying Daggers and Hero.
Answer: Zhang Yimou (prompt on “Yimou”)

(Marc) Recently, he had a prosthetic hand affixed after having his real one bitten off by piranhas, and once has fought Nazi U-Boat commanders and other Axis villains.  Created by Paul Norris and Mort Weisinger, he is the secret identity of Arthur Curry, the son of a lighthouse keeper. FTP, name this Justice Leaguer who can summon sea creatures with his telepathic ability, or something, and who is named after water.
A: Aquaman

(Yoge$h) Somewhat surprisingly, his three marriages include a stripper and a Playboy bunny, and he executive-produces a sitcom about four black women, Girlfriends.  Other producing efforts include an unsuccessful US version of The Sketch Show and the NBC drama Medium.  Though his film career sank with Down Periscope, he found steady work in voice acting, from Gary the Rat to a more famous character known for bursting into show tunes.  His most famous role lasted from September 27, 1984, to May 13, 2004, despite a move from Boston to Seattle.  FTP, name this actor known for voicing Sideshow Bob on The Simpsons and playing psychiatrist Frasier Crane.
Answer: Kelsey Grammer

 (Luke) The orchestra and stage crew creating the score for this series were the only activity outside of security on the Paramount lot on September 11. The Temporal Cold War serves as a recurring theme through the first three seasons of this show and it supports a triumverate of character development unlike the previous three series which operated off an ensemble cast format. Charles Tucker II, T'pol, and Jonathon Archer serve as the main characters in, FTP, what most recent series set in the Star Trek universe. 
Star Trek _Enterprise_
 (Luke) This website's convention has grown so large that it is expecting 30,000 people to fill up the Washington State Convention Center to play video games, tabletop games, and listen to the lyrical stylings of the likes of Optimus Rhyme and MC Frontalot. Also, every Christmas this website sponsors a charity called Child's Play that donates video games to various children's hospitals. However, the site is best known for its thrice weekly comic strip. FTP, name this website run by Jerry Holkins and Mike Krahulik featuring the exploits of Gabe and Tycho. 
_Penny Arcade_ 

(Yogesh) The son of a Jewish architect who fled from Hungary, he taught English at Loughton College after a two-month stint in the London band Brewer’s Droop.  In 2006, he released All the Roadrunning, a Grammy-nominated album of duets with Emmylou Harris.  Prior to composing scores for the classic ‘80s films Local Hero and The Princess Bride, he formed a band with his brother that released a self-titled album in 1977.  A fan of Weird Al Yankovic, he insisted on playing lead guitar when Yankovic used the Beverly Hillbillies theme song to parody his most famous hit.  FTP, name this fingerpicking guitarist who recorded “Sultans of Swing” and “Money for Nothing” with his band, Dire Straits.
Answer: Mark Knopfler

BONII

(Mik) What would Ghetto Warz be without a question about what NES games the TD played over summer break? One more enjoyable for the players? Rhetorical questions aside:
1. On a whim, after his friend complained about how hard level 3 was, your TD made it all the way to level 10 of this Rare sidescroller featuring Zitz, Rash, and Pimple fighting the Dark Queen. Level 11 was impossible anyway.
A: Battletoads
2. After waiting for almost a decade, he finally obtained a cartridge copy of this Mega Man game, featuring Ring Man, Dust Man, Skull Man, Drill Man, Dive Man, Pharaoh Man, Bright Man, Toad Man, and a switcheroo plot featuring Dr. Cossack.
A: Mega Man 4
3. The best moment by far happened when our TD was playing WoW, as his friend Caleb finished this game, the first adventure of Ryu Hayabuse and a damn hard game, at five in the morning. after a marathon session.
A: Ninja Gaiden

(Mik) Name these prominent robots from the television series Futurama, FTPE:
1. This criminally insane rust-colored robot declares "I'm not crazy, I'm just not user-friendly!", and has a penchant for stabbing, which caused trouble for Fry when they were in the same room at the asylum.
	A: Roberto
2. This gold-colored bot is built into his lounging chair, typically performing gluttonous acts like being coated with frosting. He was delayed after the intermission to Fry's opera because he wasn't done vomiting.
	A: Hedonism-Bot
3. This grey industrial bot is Fry's deceitful criminal best friend.
	A: Bender Bending Rodriguez

(Yogesh) FTPE, answer these questions related to the hit single “Cupid’s Chokehold” and the band that performs it, Gym Class Heroes.
The chorus for “Cupid’s Chokehold” is performed by Patrick Stump, the lead singer of this popular emo band.
Answer: Fall Out Boy
That chorus – “Take a look at my girlfriend, she’s the only I got/Not much of a girlfriend, I never seem to get a lot” – is taken from the 1979 hit “Breakfast in America” by this rock group known for concept albums.
Answer: Supertramp
Gym Class Heroes frontman Travis McCoy and Fall Out Boy's Pete Wentz both appear in a 2006 video by the super-group Cobra Starship for the theme song to this highly-publicized film.
Answer: Snakes on a Plane


(Jennifer) A gamer is you! Answer the following about RPG characters from clues for 5 points each, with a 5-point bonus for answering all of them correctly:
1. This quirky bird sits atop Mt. Noob and helps new Adventurers learn the ropes after they first enter the Kingdom of Loathing.
A: The Toot Oriole 
2. This high elf mage is the author of the in-game book Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes and the mastermind behind the assassination of Emperor Uriel Septim in The Elder Scrolls: Oblivion. 
A: Mankar Camoran
3. This monstrous sorceress ruled the continent of Esthar as a dictator before being defeated and placed into suspended animation in outer space by Laguna and Dr. Odine. 
A: Adel 

(Yogesh) 1939 is considered to be Hollywood’s greatest year.  FTPE, name the film released in that year given the literal translation of its Chinese title.  (You get 5 if you need the name of a star.)
“Beauty in a world of turmoil”
5: Vivien Leigh
Answer: Gone With the Wind
“Fairies chase through green fields”
5: Judy Garland
Answer: The Wizard of Oz
“Viva democracy!”
5: James Stewart
Answer: Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

(Yogesh) Answer these questions about a famous film critic FTPE.
In his review of Gremlins 2: The New Batch, this USC instructor and television personality says that it has “gratuitous cameo appearances”; he fails to mention that one of those cameos is by himself.
Answer: Leonard Maltin
Maltin says that this 1973 British horror film is “Highlighted by memorably steamy love scene and violent climax.”  He does not say if those occur in the same scene.
Answer: Don’t Look Now
Maltin got into the Guinness Book of World Records for “world’s shortest movie review” with his review of the 1948 musical Isn’t It Romantic?.  FTP, quote that review in its entirety.
Answer: “No.” (exact answer only)

(Yogesh) FTPE, answer these questions about children’s detective fiction.
Alfred Hitchcock “presented” the adventures of this trio of boy detectives – Jupiter Jones, Pete Crenshaw, and Bob Andrews – but they were actually created by Robert Arthur.
Answer: The Three Investigators
Callie Shaw and Iola Morton were the girlfriends of this pair, who often worked with their friends Biff Hooper and Chet Morton and their father Fenton in the fictional city of Bayport.
Answer: Joe and Frank Hardy or the Hardy Boys
The Hardy Boys, Nancy Drew, Tom Swift, the Happy Hollisters, and the Bobbsey Twins were all written, created, and published by the “Syndicate” founded by this man.
Answer: Edward Stratemeyer

(Yogesh) FTPE, name these members of Bruce Springsteen’s backing E Street Band.
A member of the E Street Band since 1974, this drummer has served since 1993 as the bandleader on Late Night With Conan O’Brien.
Answer: Max Weinberg
Since 1999, this guitar and mandolin player has answered to another New Jersey “Boss” as Silvio Dante on The Sopranos.
Answer: Steven Van Zandt
One of the Three Most Important People in the World in Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure, this saxophonist used his sonorous voice to narrate the Simpsons Christmas episode “Grift of the Magi.”
Answer: Clarence Clemons
(Luke) Know your gaming leagues? Lets see, for fifteen points each: Founded by Angel Munoz, this league is embarking on a world tour starting in Verona, Italy that will showcase F.E.A.R. and World in Conflict with a total cash pot of $500,000. The league is better known for its massive Counterstrike lans.
 _CPL_ or _Cyberathletic Professional League_ 
Supported by DirecTV and Fatal1ty, this league will give out $5 million in cash and prizes in 2007 for competitors in Counterstrike Source, Dead or Alive 4, Project Gotham Racing, and FIFA 07.
 _CGS_ or _Championship Gaming Series_ 

(Mik) You're in college; you should know these things. Name the song from lyrics 40-30-20-10-5-1.
(40) "Oh, yeah"
(30) "He played it left hand"
(20) "The kids was this crass/ He was the nass/ with God-given ass"
(10) "So where were the Spiders/when the fly tried to break our balls"
(5) "Jamming good with Weird and Gilly/ and the Spiders From Mars"
(1) "Ziggy played guitar"
A: Ziggy Stardust (I pray that no one still knows this)

(Krystal) If you’ve ever played video games, you’re probably familiar with the Final Fantasy series. But can you name the game from characters other than the protagonist? For 10 points each:

Edward, Porom, Kain, Rosa, Tellah.
FF 2(or 4)

Lenna, Faris, Mid, Boko
FF 5

Mewt, Montblanc, Ritz, Shara
FF Tactics Advance

Identify these people with one-letter names FTPE:
He is Major Boothroyd, and was played for over thirty years by Desmond Llewelyn.
A: Q
This senior MIB agent guides Will Smith, his junior partner, through the movie and its unnecessary sequel.
A: K
This is a character in a French erotic novel by Anne Desclos.
A: O

(Luke) Identify the country singer or band from a list of hits, FTPE:
 Wild Horses, Rodeo, Friends in Low Places, Against the Grain, Ain't Goin Down Til the Sun Comes Up. 
Garth _Brooks_ 
Chattahoochie, Where I Come From, Where Were You, It's Five O'clock Somewhere. 
Alan _Jackson_ 
Angels Among Us, Mountain Music, Dixieland Delight.
 _Alabama_

(Yogesh) FTPE, answer these questions about a ubiquitous song.
Though it is now associated with children’s entertainment, this incredibly catchy song originally accompanied a sauna scene in the Italian erotic film Sweden, Heaven and Hell.
Answer: “Mah Nà Mah Nà”
Incredibly, two completely unrelated companies are currently using “Mah Nà Mah Nà” in their ads.  One is this Columbus, OH-based department store, which substitutes “You never know” for the chorus in their ads.
Answer: Big Lots
The other company using the song in their ads is this car maker, a Tennessee-based subsidiary of General Motors.
Answer: Saturn

(Krystal) Have you caught them all? Even though the franchise was created 12 years ago, new games and tv episodes are being released based on the hugely popular Pokemon series. For 10 points each, name these Pokemon from the original Red, Blue, and Yellow games.
This Pokemon is a nocturnal grass Pokemon that will shriek, much like a mandrake, if it is pulled out of the ground by its leaves. It evolves into Gloom, Vileplume, and Bellossom.
Oddish
This Pokemon is unique for the fact that it can evolve, as of Pokemon Diamond and Pearl, into seven different types of Pokemon. Only one of these Pokemon can be found in the original game, available when visiting Celadon Mansion.
Eevee
This Pokemon is the first man-made Pokemon, produced by the Silph Company. They are only available as a prize of slot machines. It can be differentiated from its evolved form because it learns Sharpen at level 24 instead of Defense Curl.
Porygon

(Carolyn) One of these four things is not like the other.  Tell us which one and why for ten points each. *note* Biologists beware!  Only non-scientific answers are acceptable, and points will be awarded at the moderator’s discretion.
1. elephant, human, maple tree, car
Possible answer: human, because the others have trunks
Do NOT accept: “car, because the others are living organisms”
2. leopard, tiger, Dalmatian, Jupiter
Possible answer: tiger, because the others have spots
Do NOT accept: “Jupiter, because the others are living organisms/mammals/animals”
3. Mammuthus primigenius, Canis familiaris, Felus domesticus, Iguana iguana
Possible answer: Mammuthus primigenius, because the others can be pets
Do NOT accept: “Mammuthus primigenius, because the others aren’t extinct” or “Iguana iguana, because the others are mammals”

(Mik) Name, for ten points each, these people who are willing to kick your ass.
1. This German filmmaker has announced that he's willing to battle his critics in a boxing ring with actual gloves. If they're between 140 and 190 pounds. He's got a lot of critics.
A: Uwe Boll
2. In the song "Karate", this singer claims he'll kick your ass "from here to Tiananmen Square" and "pull out your pubic hair".
A: Jack Black
3. In a recent game of Apples to Apples, it was noted that this former state Representative would "kick your ass four score and seven times".
A: Abraham Lincoln

(Yogesh) You may remember him as rogue electrician “Slippery Pete” from the “Frogger” episode of Seinfeld, but Swedish actor Peter Stormare has been ubiquitous recently.  Answer these questions about him FTPE.
Stormare played mob boss John Abruzzi until being killed off earlier this season on this FOX drama.
Answer: Prison Break
Stormare plays a creepy psychiatrist in this 2007 psychological thriller starring Sandra Bullock.
Answer: Premonition
Stormare stars as “Wolfgang” in the “Un-pimp mein auto” series of commercials for this German car company.
Answer: Volkswagen (accept “V-dub”)

(Yogesh) Answer these questions about two unconventionally attractive brunette actresses with some things in common FTSNOP.  (Note: Four-part bonus.)
(5) She progressed from a supporting role in Donnie Darko, which starred her brother, to more notable roles as a masochistic secretary in Secretary and an ex-con in Sherrybaby.
Answer: Maggie Gyllenhaal (prompt on “Gyllenhaal”)
(10) This actress, the daughter of a famous cinematographer, had minor roles in Cold Mountain and Spiderman 2 before being cast in the FOX series Bones.
Answer: Emily Deschanel (prompt on “Deschanel”)
(5) Jake Gyllenhaal’s production company, Nine Stories, and Emily Deschanel’s actress sister, Zooey, both have names deriving from the work of this American author.
Answer: J.D. Salinger
(10) In addition to having acting siblings with Salinger connections, Gyllenhaal and Deschanel have something else in common: both of their fathers directed episodes of this groundbreaking 1990-91 ABC drama series.
Answer: Twin Peaks

(Yogesh) In 1963, the film The List of Adrian Messenger was released with a gimmick: 5 of the biggest male stars of the time made cameo appearances, heavily made up and in disguise, and the audience was challenged to guess who they were.  F5PE and a bonus 5 for all correct, name these men, all of whom starred in either From Here to Eternity, Spartacus, or The Night of the Hunter.
Answer: Burt Lancaster, Frank Sinatra, Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Robert Mitchum



